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From all the crowded years 
These are our banners 
Up-borne like a bout: 
Men 
And the glory through them. 
These have the date with destiny. 
Only these! 
PACE SIX 
PATRONS 
MRS. CLAUDE G. ARNOLD 
Windsor, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. JAMES H. BARTH 
Windaor, Ontario 
DR. AND MRS. ERNEST BEUGLET 
Windsor, Ontario 
REV. G. L. BLONDE 
Windaor, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. DAN CALABRESE 
Utica, Michigan 
MR. AND MRS. J. CAMPEAU 
Ste. Marline, P.Q. 
MRS. ANNE CATLIN 
Detroit, Michiqan 
MR. AND MRS. C. COLLOTON 
Detroit, M.ichiqan 
DR. AND MRS. R. J. COYLE 
Windaor, Ontario 
MRS. MARGUARITE DENONVILLE 
Windaor, Ontario 
REV. WILLIAM E. DIUON 
Windaor, Ontario 
REV. J. I. DUCHARME 
RiHraide, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. G. E. FANNING 
Wayne, Michiqan 
MR. AND MRS. W. J. FLEMING 
Detroit, Michiqan 
MR. AND MRS. W. H. FURLONG 
Windaor, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. ARTHUR GAGNON 
Tecumseh, Ontario 
REV. WILLIAM GANNON 
Mt. Moma, Miah. 
MR. EDOUARD GIRARD 
Timmina, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. ARMAND JANISSE 
Wind.or, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE JANISSE 
Windaor, Ontario 
DR. AND MRS. P. A. KLEBBA 
Deti:oit, Michigan 
VERY REV. WILFRID 1. LANGLOIS, V.F. 
Wincbor, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. SID LLOYD 
Wind.or, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. F. G. LOEFFLER 
Wind.or, Ontario 
MR. FRANK McINTYRE 
Windaor, Ontario 
MR. DON S. McINTYRE 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 
THE RIGHT HON. PAUL MARilN 
Wind.or, Ontario 
DR. AND MRS. L. J. MORAND 
Detrolt, Michiqan 
HON. DR. AND MRS. R. D. MORAND 
Wind,or, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. G. T. MURDOCH 
Windaor, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. E. OUIMET 
TimlnllU, Ontario 
PROF. EUGENE S. J. PAULUS 
Windsor, Ontario 
DR. AND MRS. A. C. PFEIFER 
Mt. Moma, Mich. 
REV. G. P. PITRE 
Tecum .. b, Ontario 
MR. AND MRS. C. J. ROGERS 
Detroit, Mich. 
REV. J, A. ROONEY 
Windaor, Ontario 
MR. E. G. SEGUIN 
Wind.or, Ontario 
MR. T. J. SEGUIN 
Windaor, Ontario 
MR. RAY SEGUIN 
Windaor, Ontario 
REV. JOHN J. WHITE 
Windsor, Ontario 

HIS EXCELLENCY RIGHT REVEREND JOHN T. KIDD, D.D. 
Bishop of london, Ontario 
I' !,Gr El GUT 
BISHOP'S MESSAGE 
Seventy-live years devoted to the enrichment 
of the souls of young men on the part of Assumption 
College calls for the warmest congratulations. To 
have held fast to eternal truths and made them 
irradiate all secular studies, TO HAVE KEPT GOD 
IN EDUCATION, on this sure foundation . has 
Assumption's three-quarters of a century of service 
been founded. On this same foundation rests the 
reason for our joy in her planned expansion, and 
our hope that her future progress may be imbued 
with the some zeal and devotion to the deep wells 
of Divine Truth. 
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t' \l,I. :ilXTEE.'\ 
e REV C P CROWLEY, C.S.B., M.A. 
Assistant•Princ1pa! 
1944-45 
e REV. M. J. PICKETI', C.S.B. 
2nd Councdor 
e REV. D. J. MULVIlllLL, C.S.B., B.A. 
Treasurer 
e REV. R. WOOD, C.S.B., B.A. 
Assistant-Treasurer 1944-45 
Treasurer, 1945-46 
Rev. C. J. Collins, C.S.B. 
English 
.n Lt. The Rev, G. W. Todd, C. 
R.C.A.F. Chaplain 
Capt. E. C. LeBel, C.S.E., M.A. 
English 
Rev. F. S. Ruth, C.S.B., B.A. 
Religion, Science 
Rev. E. J. Lajeunesse, C.S.B., M.A. 
Religion, French 
A/P O E. M. Young, C.S.B., M.A. 
Religion, Mathematics 
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Rev. J. S. Murphy, C.S.B., M.A 
Lecture League 
Rev. J. P. Ruth, C.S.B., M.A. 
Mathematics 
.S.! Rev. J. M. Hussey, C.S.B., M.A. Rev. F. A. Brown, C.S.B., M.A. 
Latin Religion, Latin 
A f1 Lt. C. F Harrison, C.S.B., B.A. 
Music, Cadet, 
Rev. F. D. F1ood, C.S.B., B.A. 
Science, Librarian 
Rev, U. J. Girard, C.S.B., B.A. 
Rehg1on, French 
Rev. J. F. Mallon, C.S.B., M.A. 
Religion, Alumni 
Rev. E. C. Garvey, C.S.B .. Ph.D. 
Religion 
Rev. C. Armstrong, C.S.B., B.A. 
Religion, Science, Athletics 
Rav. John J. Murphy, C.S.B., Ph D. 
English Rev. J. P. Ha.nraha.n, C.S.B., B.A. 
Latin, French 
Rev. W. Riley, C.S.B., B.A. 
La.bn 
Rev. A. P. Ca.ird, C.S.B., M.A. 
Librarian 
Rev. A. J. Weiler, C.S.B., B.A. 
Manual Arts 
Dr. Desire D. Ba.rath, Ph.D. 
Vocational Guidance 
Rev. R. Frizzero, F.S.C. 
Religion Mr. J. McMahon. B.A. 
Eng!i1h 
Mr. M. Laframboise, B.A. Prof. Eugene S. J. Paul118, B.A. 
Mathematics Enoliah 
Mr. P. N. Carron, B.A. 
Mr. R. D. Sheehan 
Mathematics 
Mr. P. J. Mullin, B.A. 
Engliah 
Engliah 
Mr. Andre Sharon 
Music 
Mr. J. M. Stephani, B.A. 
Hiatory 
Mr. J. F. Sheridan, BA. 
Mathematica 
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e Mr. L. Hayner, C.S.B., Mr. D. Cooper, C.S.B. 
e Mr. J. Bowie, C.S.B., Mr. D. Levaclc, C.S.B., B.A. 
[@I PREFECTS OF RECREATION e 
[@I THE SCHOLASTICS e 
I I 
e Mr. G. Orsini, C.S.B., Mr. H. Marshall, C.S.B., 
Mr. L. McGndy, C.S.B. 
[@) PREFECTS OF STUDIES e 
e Mr. P. MacDonald, C.S.B., Mr. L. Hayner, C.S.B., Mr. E. Bailey, C.S.B., Mr. H. Ma.uhall, C.S.B., Mr. J. Enright, C.S.B., B.A. 
Mr. F. Welling, C.S.B. 
e Mr. J. Kunec, C.S.B., Mr. W. Mwr, C.S.B., Mr. R. Jeffrey, C.S.B., Mr. V. Thompson, C.S.B., Mr. H. Curran, C.S.B., 
Mr. R. Janisae, C.S.B., B.A., Mr. E. Donoher, C.S.B., Mr. J. Bowie, C.S.B., Mr. G. Orsini, C.S.B. 
e Mr. L. McGrady, C.S.B., B.A., Mr. J. Mullins, C.S.B., B.A., Mr. T. Lawlor, C.S.B., Mr. D. Levaclc, C.S.B., B.A., 
Mr. D. Cooper, C.S.B., Mr. L. Faye, C.S.B., Mr. J. Slavin, C.S.B. 
r•AGF. TWENTY-THRF.E 
REV. W. J. STOREY, C.S.B. 
Battered was the word for Father "Bill" Storey. He had a broken nose 
and a tough appearance, masking a deeply humble spirit. He was a veteran 
of the class-room. Years at Toronto, Detroit and Houston had given him skill 
at handling any situation. He taught Physics, Chemistry and Botany, and his 
chalk-covered cassock at the end of a day revealed the fire and enthusiasm that 
twenty-five years teaching had not quenched. 
He drove himself hard. Too hard, perhaps. After school he worked on 
the grounds. The hedges were neat because he cared for them. The flowers 
that grew along the edges of the walks, and formed vases of beauty in the vast 
green spaces sunounding Assumption, were his flowers. On winter week-ends, 
bis sturdy little figure in the black top-coat with the turned-up collar, could be 
seen wailing for busses to take him on those long tiring trips to parishes in 
Michigan. As you watched him pulling down the old ben1 fedora over his eyes, 
you'd think sometimes that his little frame could never stand the buffeting. The 
time came in June, 1944, when his heart suddenly gave out. 
The students had gone home for the summer, but they came back to fill 
the Church with all the other friends of Father Storey. They felt his death deeply, 
these students whom Father Storey had challenged to harder and manlier work 
in the years past. Somehow the thought remains that there is one memorial you 
cannot erase: the memory in the hearts of many boys of a little hard-workinq 
priest with a humble, lovable heart that was never closed to those about him. 
f'ACE TWENTY•FOUR 
REV. J. McINTYRE, C .S.B. 
With a keen wit and a keen mind, Father John McIntyre moved fast 
through life. Anyone who ever saw him mounting the four flights of stairs to 
the old "Jews" nat at St. Michael's will vouch that there was a symbol of his 
spirit. He was a dying man during his last few years at Assumption, but he could 
not rest. He worked in the Bursar's office, handling the books and records: not 
an easy job at Assumption College. He was not in the public eye here, but before 
his breakdown, he was intensely active at Basilia.n schools in Detroit and 
Toronto. 
A good teacher, a tough teacher, he was always interested in the 
problem students, the boys on the verge of expulsion. Somehow, he under-
stood them. He let them talk, let them bring their troubles in the open; then he 
made suggestions. They were practical suggestions too, bred of long experience, 
not impracticable theories or dry sermons. There are graduates successful 
today, who were once given up bf other staff-members, even by their families. 
When you meet them they talk o one Basilian only: Father Johnny McIntyre. 
"You could talk to him," they say. When people say that about a priest, they 
imply ma.ny things: understanding, patience, sympathy, charity, friendliness 
and generosity. Perhaps especially generosity. 
When death came, Father McIntyre fought it with little more than his 
nerve. He lay on his death-bed grinning weakly at the worried faces about him. 
The source of that final courage was an invincible faith. When he was blessed 
by priest friends, his right hand would creep weakly and slowly up to make the 
sign of the cross. He always found strength for that. Loyal himself, he had faith 
in the loyalty of Christ. It is perhaps more than coincidence tha.t his skill at 
showing people how to meet problems successfully never lessened. He was 
practical even to the end: for by his own death he showed us how to die . 
... 
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RT. REV. D. O'CONNOR, C.S.B., L.L.D. 
FIRST SUPERIOR 
1870-1888 
• 
ASSUMPTION 
IN THE PAST 
Mr. Theodule Girardot was born in 
France in 1824 and was successively teacher, 
dean and principal of Assumption College. 
It was Mr. Girardot who was instrumental 
in having the Basilian Fathers appointed 
to the College alter his departure in 1870. 
He was public school inspector of North 
Essex from 1870 until his death in Sandwich 
m 1900, and served two terms as Mayor 
of Sandwich. 
MR. THEODULE GIRARDOT 
Seventy-Five Years of Progress at 
Assumption College 
A ssUMPTION COLLEGE is celebrating this year the Seventy-Filth 
Anniversary of its administration by the Basilian Fathers. When Father Dennis 
O'Connor of the Congregation of St. Basil arrived in the village of Sandwich 
in August, 1870, with three other Basilian priests and the munificent sum 
of $300.00, he took over the administxation of a school that had been con-
ducted under other auspices from 1857. 
The origins of Assumption College may be traced back to the return 
of the Jesuits to Assumption P~h in 1843. Father Pierre Point, the Jesuit 
pastor, was an exceptionally astute man and observed throughout his parish 
an appalling illiteracy and ignorance. His parish extended twenty miles along 
1870-1945 
1870-1945 
the Detroit River and Lake St. Clair and as far south as the Irish mission of 
Maidstone; in addition the parish conducted missions in Belle River, Tecumseh, 
Stoney Point, Chatham, Walpole, Raleigh and Tilbury. The parish numbered 
some 3,000 souls who were almost exclusively French-Canadian in 
nationality. 
Father Point immediately introduced a network of elementary French-
speaking schools in his parish, establishing by 1846 thirteen schools with 
an average enrollment of 80 to 100 students. His schools were among the 
first elementary schools of any kind in Western Ontario and anticipated by 
several years the introduction of public schools supported by governmental 
taxation (18S4). 
He encountered considerable opposition from members of his flock 
who remained unconvinced that there were benefits to be derived from 
education commensurate with their cost and maintenance. The civil authority 
also was rather hostile in the beginning, since the Ontario system of education 
under the direction of Dr. Egerton Ryerson was then only in the process of 
formation and the principle of denominational schools was not a matter of 
general agreement. 
In spite of the faltering enthusiasm and latent antagonism that his project 
evoked, Father Point not only proceeded with his plans, but enlarged upon 
them. Recognizing the importance of secondary education, he was enabled 
to open a high school for girls in the parish presbytery in 1852 through the 
generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Antoine Beaubien of Detroil. (The first secondary 
1870-1945 
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school, or high school, was opened in the Windsor area in 1871 when the 
combined populations of Windsor and Sandwich totaled 5,413.) 
In 1855 a secondary school for boys was erected on the parish grounds 
and was opened in 1857. The curriculum of Le College de l'Assomption 
consisted of preparatory, commercial and classical {high school) courses. 
The staH included laymen teaching under the direction of the Jesuit Fathers. 
During its early years instruction was given through the medium of the 
French language. 
When Father Point and the Jesuits left the parish and the college in 
1859, the school fell upon days of extreme adversity. Its survival was due 
principally to the indomitable zeal of Mr. Theodule Girardot who was success-
ively teacher, dean and principal. Mr. Girardot was born in France in 1824 
and devoted his life in Canada to the cause of education. 
After heading the college for several years, Mr. Girardot as a layman 
began to feel unqualified to guide a student body largely preparing for the 
priesthood and so informed Bishop Walsh in London. The bishop asked him 
to recommend some religious congregation to replace him. Mr. Girardot 
suggested the Basilians because they were at the lime one of the few bi-lingual 
religious communities in Canada. There was a French tradition in the 
community that had come lo Canada from France less than a generation 
earlier; and, having become located in Toronto at St. Michael's College, there 
were persisting British and Irish influences. When Father O'Connor arrived 
in Sandwich, Mr. Girardot valiantly assisted him, even canvassing homes 
-
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BUILT IN SECTIONS 
in the district for prospective sh.tdents. Freed from his duties at the college, 
Mr. Girardot was appointed public school inspector for North Essex, which 
post he held until his death in Sandwich in 1900. 
In the next twenty years, 1870-1890, Father Dennis O'Connor proved 
himseU a worthy successor of Father Point and Mr. Girardot. In the very first 
year of his administration a college course was introduced; and although 
the growth of the school was unspectacular, it was steady. From a total en-
rollment of 29 students in 1870, the College grew until its attendance reached 
150 at the turn of the century. 
By 1690 when Father O'Connor left Assumption College to become 
Bishop of London and, later, Archbishop of Toronto, the College had expanded 
to three times its original dimensions. To the old classroom building, the 
1870-1945 
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original unit opened in 1857 and still in use, were added the southern wing 
of the present Administration Building in 1875 and the central wing including 
the refectory and infirmary in 1884. 
Father O'Connor's assistants during his early years at the College 
were Fathers M. J. Ferguson, M. Mungovan, D. Cushing {president of the 
College, 1890-1901) and Robert McBrady {president, 1901-1907), names that 
are rich with legend in the story of Assumption. 
With the administrations of Father Francis Forster, (1907-1919), and 
Father Joseph Muckle, (1919-1922) a new generation of Basilians took over 
and the pioneering age may be said to have passed. During these years the 
northern wing of the Administration Building in which the chapel is located, 
the gymnasium and the adjoining residence building were erected. 
Undoubtedly, the most important event of this period was the agreement 
of affiliation of the college department with the University of Western 
Ontario, initiated by Bishop Fallon of the Diocese of London and completed 
in detail and signed in October, 1919. A summary of the terms of affiliation 
embraced in point 12 of the original document follows: 
"The Assumption College shall constitute a College of Arts 
and as such shall enter into and form a part of the Faculty of Arts 
of the Western University; it shall enjoy the rights and assume the 
obligations common to all the affiliated colleges; it shall be represented 
in the Board of governors and th.e Senate and in th.e Council of the 
Faculty of Arts; its staff of teachers shall have equal standing and 
rights with the officers of instruction of the University College of 
Arts; its students shall be admitted to the degrees of the Western 
University and to the medals, scholarships and prizes offered by the 
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University in the Arts courses; ail in accordance with the Western 
University Act of 1908, chapter 145 in the Statutes of Ontario." 
There were 47 students in the college department at the time affiliation 
was effected; in 1930 there were 116; in 1936, 345; in 1944, 305. As of 1944, 
the total enrollment including College, High School, Night School and 
Summer School reached 1,100. 
e ASSUMPTION CHURCH 
Succeding Father Muckle, Father Daniel Dillon served as president 
from 1922 to 1928 and again from 1931 until his illness in the summer of 1932. 
The present Classroom Building was erected during his first administration. 
Father Vincent L. Kennedy was president from 1928 to 1931 and Father Thomas 
A. MacDonald, from 1932 to 1940. Father Vincent J. Guinan, a graduate of 
the first class following affiliation of the College with the University, took office 
-·-----------------------------------------------3 
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in 1940, the ninth Basilian pres-
ident of Assumption College. 
The history of Assump-
tion College falls into two 
periods. During its earlier 
phase, the school served as an 
academy of higher education 
for futuxe priests in several 
surrounding dioceses in Can-
ada and the United States. 
Many of the older priests, 
particularly in the dioceses of 
London and Detroit, received 
their college education at 
Assumption. After the estab-
lishment of St. Peter' s Seminary 
in London in 1912 and the 
Sacred Heart Seminary in 
Detroit in 1920, Assumption 
emerged as a liberal arts college for the young men of the district with 
special courses preparatory to the learned professions. Through its association 
with Holy Names College, from 1935 to the present, Assumption College has 
extended the benefits of affiliation with the University to the young women 
of the area. 
An illustration of Assumption's changing role may be seen in an 
examination of the vocational habits of one class from each period in the 
history of the College. OI the 20 members of the Class of 1896, 15 or '15' l 
1870-1945 
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became priests, four became doctors and one, 
Frank McIntyre, rose to stardom on Broadway 
in the musical comedy stage. Of the 28 members 
of the Class of 1936, 4 or 14' c became priests, 
the remainder dividing about equally between 
members of the various professions and the 
armed forces of Canada and the United States. 
During the past eleven years, Assumption 
College, through extension courses given on 
behalf of the University and through a curricu-
lum of the widest possible variety in its Night 
School, has come lo play a prominent part in 
the edualiconal life of Essex County. In the 
College's Summer School conducted for the 
past four years many credit and non-credit courses have been given by out-
standing guest p rofessors. A most significant contribution to the cultural life 
of the community has been made by the Assumption College Christian 
Culture League founded in 1934 and maintained by Father J. Stanley 
Murphy. Through the agency of this organization more than 200 person-
alities of international celebrity have appeared before local audiences. 
More than 2,000 students have answered. the call of duty in the war 
so recently brought to a successful conclusion. 102 of them have paid the 
supreme sacrifice and eight are still reported missing. Thirty graduates of 
Assumption have served as chaplains in the Canadian and American forces. 
Since last spring a civic campaign has been conducted in Windsor, 
Essex County and Detroit for expanding Assumption College. The funds 
raised will be used in providing additional classroom and laboratory facilities, 
enlarged library and administrative accomodation and a more extensive 
curriculum. The continuing growth of the College, the educational needs 
of the community of Windsor and Essex County and the unprecedented 
demand for higher education by returning veterans of the war have made 
such a program of expansion an urgent necessity. 
1870-1945 
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• FRANK MclNTYRE 
GRAD OF '96 
RECENTLY, when Frank McIntyre was 
asked: "How long were you a student at 
Assumption College?" he answered, "Fifty. 
four years." The questioner was puzzled. 
McIntyre smiled and explained. 
"Yes, hfty-four years. I entered 
Assumption away back in the horse-and-buggy 
days when horse-drawn carriages bumped 
their way between Windsor and Sandwich. 
I've been a student at Assumption ever since. 
I have never been able to get away from my 
Alma Mater, and never had the desire to do so. Since leaving the College in 1896, 
I have kept up a constant contact with the College and its staff, because that contact helped 
me in the outside world. I have corresponded with every President from Father Cushing down 
to the present Head. In a way you might say that I am the only son of Assumption of all the 
thousand members of the Alwnni Association who ever majored in an "Assumption College 
Correspondence Course.'' 
The training of the Basilian Fathers, whom I consider the greatest teaching community 
in the world, steeled me to face life fearlessly. The spectacle, glamour, grandeur and fascin-
ating activities of forty years in the American Theatre, never lured me a.way from, nor made 
me forget, the guidance and teachings of the Basilian Fathers. 
Memory is a man's most faithful friend. I realize that all the more now when in the 
wintered years of my life, I look down Memory Lane and dream pleasantly ove:r my days at 
Assumption. During my years on the stage that nostalgic longing to visit the old school never 
forsook me, and not one of them passed by that I didn't pay several visits to the dear old place. 
The most joyful return of all was in May, 1944, when I received an honorary award. That was, 
I think, the happiest day of my life. I never felt that I was really worthy of that great honour. 
Old Assumption owed me nothing. Deep down in my heart I realize that were I to enjoy a 
thousand years of life, it would be too little time to repay the great debt of gratitude I owe her. 
I always have, and ever shall, look back on that blessed day when my dear parents entered 
rne at Assumption College, as one of those days when our good Lord was truly "mindful of 
his own." 
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Sto. Alex MacDonald, R.C.N.V.R. Sgt. Wm. Freeman, R.C.A.F. Pte. 
L S Arthur Gilboe, R.C.N.V.R. Pvt. Preston Asher, U.S.A.A.F. r S( 
Lt. Edward J. O'Reilly, U.S.N. P O Peter Robertson, R.C.A.F. po 
Sgt. John Pleasance, R.C.A.F. Sgt. Ralph King, R.C.A.F. Lt. l 
WO Edmond Girazdot, R.C.A.F. LAC. Peter Strickland, R.C.A.F. Sgt. 
Sgt. Wm. Vallc.enier, R.C.A.F. WO David Brown, R.C.A.F. 
p 0 
Sgt. Joseph Creede, R.C.A.F. Sgt Bryce Osborne, U.S.A. 
PC 
Sgt Gaspard Arsenault, R.C.A.F. P O Kendall B. Begbie, R.C.A.F. 
Pie. 
T Sgt. James Jenkins, U.S.A.A.F., S. Joseph McSweeney, U.S.N. 
Air Medal m. P O Crimmins Shaw, R.C.A.F. 
Pte. Edwin T. Millen, Cdn. Army FO 
P O John N. Peck, R.C.A.F. I 
Sgt. Wilfred Lavers, R.C.A.F. :J P O Clarence Reaume, R.C.A.F. 
P O John E. Ryan, R.C.A.F. AB Charles Dowell, R.C.N.V.R. 
Sto. John Sennett, R.C.N.V.R. Ti P O Fredenck Hodge, R.C.A.F. 
S. Edward Mailre, U.S.N. F 0 Sgt. Clyde Forbes, R.C.A.F. 
rL 
WO Garnet McCann, R.C.A.F. 
Sgt. Raymond W. B.!1ley, R.A.F. flt. 
2 I.I. Elliott Wagoner, U.S.A. 
S Sgt. Gerald C. Antaillia, U.S.A.A.F. $g1 
Lt. Hayward Jones, Cdn. Army 
F Sgt. William R. Karstens, R.C.A.F. Sgt. 
Pte. Remi C. Robmet, Cdn. Army Lt. I 
Pte. Camille Fournier, Cdn. Army 
LAC Gilles Ferron, R.C.A.F. 
L Cpl. Leo Trombley, Cdn. Army F Sgt. Richard E. Mooney, R.C.A.F. 
Sgi. 
WO Getard L. Pare, R.C.A.F. 
2U 
Sgt. Raymond Foran, R.C.A.F. 
P O Albert Hebert, R.C.A.F. L Cpl. Thomas D. Latham, Cdn. Army ro 
p z 
I' \l,1': l·Ul<'fY 
Pte. Jack F. Lovell, Cdn. Army 
r Sgt. J. Roderique Power, R.C.A.F. 
p o J. Norman Pa.re, R.C.A.F. 
Lt. fredericlc J. Vieson, U.S.A.A.F. 
Sgt. Donald E. Janotla, U.S.A., 
Silver Star Medal 
p O Thomas Lothian, R.C.A.F. 
p O Charles J. Erskine O'Neill, R.C.A.F. 
Pie. John A. Buckley, U.S.A. 
flt. Oil. George H. Pendarvis, U.S.A.A.F. 
r O Charles F. Harwood, R.C.A.F. 
f Sgt. Will'am G. Moran, R.C.A.F. 
Sgt. William F. Fair, Jr., U.S.A. 
d 
T Sgt. Charles F. Runchey, U.S.A.A.f 
f O James Downing, R.C.A.F. 
f L Norman P. Blain, R.C.A.F. 
Flt. Sgt. Terrence A. Casey, R.C.A.F 
Sgt. Wm. Morgan, R.C.A.F. 
Sgt. W. Elliott Chapman, U.S.A. 
Lt. James T. Hope, U.S.A.A.F. 
Soldier's Medal 
Sgl Cameron Thompson, R.C . .A.F. 
2 Lt. Thomas J. Tighe, U.S.A. 
Silver Star Medal 
f O C. l. 'Bob' lohnslon, R.C.A.F. 
P O Raymond F. Adam, R.C.A.F. 
Pte. Wallace Tourangeau, Cdn. Army 
Sgl. Stanley Levesque, R.C.A.F. 
Gnr. John R. Willis, Cdn. Army 
WO Ivor "Jack" E. Smithson, R.C.A.F. 
Pfc. Wallace B. Cloutier, U.S.M.C. 
F O Louis J. Reaume, R.C.A.F. 
Pte. Robert N. Poole, Cdn. Army 
P O Joseph Papineau, R.C.A.F. 
S Sgt. Bernard L. McCudden, U.S.A.A.F. 
P O Joseph Zenon Giroux, R.C.A.F. 
Lt. Glenn A. HeTler, D.F.C., U.S.A.A.F. 
Flt. Lt. James J, Sherry, R.C.A.F. 
P O Raymond C . Gauthier, R.C.A.F. 
F O Leo J. Thibault, R.C.A.F. 
T Sgt. John J. Vossler, U.S.A.A.F. 
SPO Carlton Jacques, R.C.N.V.R. 
S L Thomas J. DeCourcy, D.F.C., R.C.A.F. 
• 
Cfmn. Hugh Neil MacKinnon, Cdn. Army 
WOl John Chartrand, R.C.A.F. 
Paul Lynes, R.A.F.T.C. 
P O Louis A. Ou• Helle, RC.A.F. 
l'.\CE FORTY-TWO 
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GRAD HIGHLIGHTS 
Vm to the conditions that prevail in the world, the class of '45 is, out of 
necessity, a war-minded group. 
During the course of the school year, J. Frewin, F. Ouellette, M. Czilli, 
J. Buhlman, R. Charron, T. Gallant, J. Knapp, and G. Arnott, joined the 
Canadian Army. 
Don Paulus (U.S. Coast Guard}, Frank Coyle (Merchant Marine}, 
Al Bufton (U.S. Army}, John McShane and Joe Guth (U.S.M.C.), Fred Weber 
and Bill Lavey (U.S.N. Radar) will lea'/e for the serviees a short time after 
graduation. 
In football, George Arnott was unanimous choice for all-city honours, 
while three other grads rated honourable mention. Louis Paolatto sparked 
the hockey team. But, lo the Basketball team,- the City Champs, -go the 
laurels. P. Kennedy was all-city, with W. Bridgeman, G. Arnott and G. 
Carpenter receiving honorourable mention. 
For the second year, the seniors held a graduation dance, and, for 
the first time the graduation exercises were held in the Assumption Parish 
Church. 
The class of '45 is proud to graduate on the 75th anniversary of 
Assumption College. 
BILL LA VEY '45. 
GEORGE WILLIAM ARNOTT 
George was born October 10, 
1928, in Windsor, Ontario c1.nd came 
to Assumption in '42. He did well 
in studies 4lld was a member of the 
Student Council for two years. He 
stured in both Senior Football and 
Basketball for two years and was 
chosen, unanimously, for the All-
City Football Team in 1945. As yet 
his ambition is undecided. 
HOMER ANTHONY BONDY 
liomer was born in Windsor on 
January l, 1928. Through his four 
years al Assumption he has been 
prominent as a member of the band 
and was awarded a letter in lhe 
second year of his membership. He 
takes great pains with photography 
which is his hobby He desires a 
profession in Business Administra-
tion. 
FRANCIS JAMES BERNHAJIDY 
Franc1- was born on June 19, 
1927, in Cleveland, U.S.A. and 
began at ~umption in 1943. He 
has participated actively in Senior 
Football and Minim Basketball. 
Frank was Secretary of the Blessed 
Virgin Society and a member of the 
Saint John Bosco Club. His am-
b1hon 1s to be an engineer. 
LAWRENCE ROBERT BORTOLOTTI 
Lawrence was born on August 24, 
1927, m Windsor, Oniario. He wn 
Feature Editor of the Reporter in 
the last ol his lour years al Assum):)· 
lion. He is noted among his cl<!lss• 
males for his peculiar brand of 
humour. As yet his ambition is 
undecided. 
RUDOLPH JOSEPH BOISVENUE 
Rudy was born on August 30, 
1926, in Windsor. He has spent 
lour years at Assumption during 
which he has been active in footh<!lll 
and basketball. Rudy is a very Jovial 
fellow and his favorite topic is 
vitamin pills. He plans to be an 
engineer. 
ALYN ARTHUR BUFTON 
Alyn was bom on April 19,1927 
in Detroit, Michigan and began al 
Assumption in 1942. He was Second 
Councillor of the Mission Society 
and Second Councillor of the 
Blessed Virgin Society. He part-
icipated in football and basketball. 
A likeable character, his ambition 
is to be a movie actor. 
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GLENN GEORGE CARPENTER 
Glenn was born in 1928 and has 
lived in Windsor since that Ii.me. 
This lanky lad has been around 
Assumption for four years, has a B 
average and was a member of the 
Reporter staff last year. He is well 
known about the School for his 
achievements in football, basketball 
a.nd hockey. 
RAYMOND C. J. CHARRON 
Ray was born m Windsor on 
November 30, 1926. He entered 
Assumption in September, 1944. A 
very popular member of the grad-
uating class, be was active as a 
promoter oi the Senior Social Club. 
Although a new member of the 
school, he was nominated lor the 
office of Secretary-Treasurer of the 
Graduating Class. 
PAGE l'OR'fY·ElGHT 
JOSEPH PETER CERGET 
Joe was bom July 4, 1928, in 
Windsor, Ontario. Joe has particip-
ated in both basketball and football• 
He is well liked by all and is a 
good student. He has not decided 
on his ambition. 
RICHARD FRANCIS CLARK 
Dick was born on December 1, 
1928, in Dehoil, Michigan. He 
entered Assumption in 1941, and has 
participated in such sports as 
football, basketball and swimmmg. 
He also Is a member of several 
societies in the schcol. A very 
likeable fellow, Dick's ambition is 
to be a test-pilot. 
ROBERT ALBERT CHARBONNEAU 
Robert was born In LaSalle 
Ontario, on August 'J:J, 1927, and 
came to Assumption in the fall of 
1941. He was very active in all 
sports and also was an excellent 
scholar. Through his four years 
here he was prominent as a member 
of the Mission Society, and was 
elected 1944-45 Vice-President of 
that organization. 
, -
---
PATRICK JOSEPH COSTELLO 
Until Pat enrolled al Assumption, 
he hved m Chatham where he was 
born on July 24, 1929. Here al 
Assumption, he was prominent in 
sports and social activities. He was 
a Senior Sodality member and in 
his last year was elected Secretary· 
Treasurer of the Altar Boy Society. 
Pat intends lo continue on through 
college and hopes to do so here 
at Assumption. 
FRANCIS JOSEPH COYLE 
frank wu born i.D Detroit on 
December 12, _1926, but later Joolc 
up residence in Rochester, M1chi-
au He came to Assumption in 1942 from Catholic Centnl. He 
WAI a letter-man on the Senior 
football Team u well as being 
an active member of the Bo:u.ng 
Club. Frank intenda to join the 
Merchant Marine during the sum-
mer following hi, graduation. 
CHARLES FREDERICK DeLISLE 
Charles was born October 18, 
1927, in Detroit, Michigan, and 
came lo Assumption i.D 194.2. He 
played one year of Senior Football 
llld two years of Minim Baalcetball. 
A member of the St. John Bosco 
Club and First Councillor of the 
Blessed Virgin's Sodality, he ta.Ices 
part in many of the activities at the 
achool. He hopes to enter the U.S. 
Merchant Marine Cadets 
JAMES MICHAEL CZILLI 
Jamee wa, born September 3, 
1925, in PalhilZa, Hungary, and 
beg1111 A11umplion in 1944. He 
left school in the third quarter 
to enter the Canadian Army. 
FRANCIS PHILIP DOLAN 
Frank wu born May 2, 1925, in 
Windsor. He ha.s attended Alswnp-
tion for four years. His hobbies are 
photography and model airpla.ne 
building. HIS favorite sporlt are 
canoeing, skatinq and swimming. 
ROBERT WILFRED DARAGON 
Bob wu born November 9, 1928, 
in Wi:ndsor, Ontario, and arriTed 
at Assumption in 1943. He wu an 
A student and a line basketball 
player, starring with the Juniors. He 
is also popular among b.is class· 
mates and is well-liked by all. 
GERALD H. DUCHENE 
Jerry wu born on August 27 
1928, in Windsor, Ontari~b:~t later 
look up residence in Cha , Ont-
ario. He was 1111 honour student and 
in his last year he was elected a 
member oI the Boarder Student 
Council. He also received his A 
as manaqer of the Senior Football 
and Buke~ Tuma. Alter gr1.d· 
uation he intends to continue his 
education in college. 
P\GE FORTY-:-1IN£ 
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ALFRED WILUAM EANSOR 
Bill was born September 14, 1927, 
He played Minim Basketball and 
was Chairman of the elections for 
Class President. Bill ia an active 
fellow and can be depended on to 
always do hit best. He hu attended 
Assumption for four years. 
WILLIAM JOSEPH nsHER 
Bill was born August 27, 1928. 
and entered Assumption in 1941. 
Besides working for his matricula-
tion, Bill has been one of Father 
Arms!Iong' s p10digies in ba1ketball 
and baseball for three years. Later 
on in We Bill hopes to hang up a 
shin!,.te engraved "Wm. J. Fisher, 
D.D. ' 
l'.\GE FIFTY 
LEON THOMAS FARRAH 
~n was born in Windsor, Ont-
ario, on October 21, 1928. He is 
Secretary-Treasurer of the Day-
Scholar Student Council. He is 
coiwdered the wit of his class and 
pla.ns to go into business later on 
in life. 
DANIEL ROBERT nEMING 
Born November 22, 1925, in 
Detroit, Michigan, Dan spent four 
year11 al Assumption. In his last 
year he was president of the Mission 
Society. He intends lo ta.ke up 
Pharmacy after graduation. 
JOSEPH PATRICK FINN 
Pat was born August 15, 1928. 
Pat has been at Assumption for lour 
years. He is an ambitious and well. 
liked fellow. He is interested in all 
sports but as yet has not decided 
what he would like to do 4lter 
graduation. 
GERALD JOSEPH FOTIADES 
Born October 15, 1928, in Sher-
brooke, Quebec, he entered 
Assumption in 1941. In his four 
years here be indulged in Junior 
and Senior Sub-Minim Basketball 
and played Junior and Senior Fool· 
ball. He was also on the news staff 
of the Reporler. Noted for his 
humour, Gerry's ambition is to be 
a Chemical Engineer. 
JAMES CLIFFORD FREWIN 
Born in H1ghriver, Alberta, on 
July 17, 1926, he moved lo Windsor 
in 1940 and entered Assumption in 
1941. He 1s a member of the Band. 
Jim's hobbies are music and stamps. 
His fa.vorite sports a.re hockey, 
tennis and swimming. He plans to 
be a Mechanical Engineer. 
ROBERT EDWARD GlUNS 
Bob was born in Wind,or on 
January 24, 1927. He came to 
Aseumption in 1940 and was an 
ac1ive mem.ber of the rend and 
also attained 11. high r11.nk in the Air 
Ca.de! Squadron. He holds military 
or civil aviation as his ambition 
and intends lo pursue this field as 
soon as he is <1ble. 
PATRICK GARETT FURLONG 
Pat was horn m R1vermde, Onl· 
11rio, on September 7, 1926. He 
entered Assumption as sixth-grader 
in September of 1938. Dunng his 
~even years here, he was active in 
1he Camera Club, the Mission 
Society, Sul:-Min1m Fcotball and as 
1, cheer leader. 
JAMES ROY GOODE 
Ecrn January 30, 1927, in Toronto, 
Ontario, he began Assumption in 
Jg42. During his three years al 
A5sumphon College, he has m· 
dulged m all the sports we had to 
offer. He has l:een in the Air 
C<1dets for lw9 yeazs and has 
attained the ran_k of sergeant. Of 
cheerlul dispcsihon, Jimmie has not 
yet decided on his ambition. 
GERARD PRlLIP GERINGHER 
Born December 10, 1927, in 
Genoa Township, Michigan, he 
began Assumption College in 1942. 
He has participated actively in foot• 
ball and basketball and played 
baseball on the Senior Team. He 
has that type of personality which 
makes him a friend of all. 
DONALD L. P. GOWDY 
He was horn March 3, 1929, in 
Toronto, Ontario. He has been al 
Assumption for four years. During 
that time he has played basketball, 
baseball, hockey and footb&I. He 
plays the piano as a hobby and has 
met with some succe55 in this line. 
His happy disposition has been 
admired by all. 
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JOSEPH TOWNSEND GUTH 
Born May 13, 1927, in Rochester, 
New York, Joe began Assumption 
in 1943. He has been a member of 
the band and baa participated 
actively in intramural sports. Joe 
is a £ine student and hit ambition is 
to be an Eye Specialist. 
JAMES RAYMOND HOERBELT 
Jim was born on December 26, 
1926, in Cuyahoga Fall11, Ohio. He 
has been at Assumption for one 
year. Jim is interested in aviation 
A11d is a member of the Air Cadets. 
He is popular with his classmates 
although h.e is a quiet follow. He 
plant to be a Chemical Engineer. 
PACE FIFTY-TWO 
JOHN BLAKE HARPER 
Born June 3, 1923, in Windsor, 
Ontario, John has attended Asaump· 
lion for four years. A rather quiet 
lad but well,liked by his classmates. 
His hobbies a.re chemistry and 
fishing and he hopes to be an 
Engineer. 
ALBERT CHARLES HUBBARD 
Born June 29, 1927, in Detroit, 
Michigan, and entered Assumption 
in 1940. He hAJJ played basketball, 
hockey and football in the House 
Leagues. He is also a meJnbei: of 
several societies around the school. 
GERARD RALPH HEBERT 
Born September 15, 1928, in 
Windsor, Ontario, he bas been at 
Assumption for two years. He wu 
active in sports, especially basket-
ball and is an ardent member o! 
the Knights of the Blessed Sacra. 
menl He plans to take Medici.oe 
alter graduation. 
LAURENT MARK JANISSE 
Ulurent was born in Windsor, on 
May 2, 1926. He came to Assump. 
lion m 1940 and for two years was 
an active member of the Band. Hia 
hobby is l'\usic and be also lllces 
sport,. At the present he is un• 
decided as lo his vocation. 
WILLIAM JAMES JOHNSON 
Born July 1, 1927, m Windsor, 
Ontario, he began Ass11mption in 
1941. His ability as a drawer and 
painter won for him the position of 
art editor on the Reporter staff. 
Beside-s being an excellent student 
he starred in Sub-Mirum football. 
His ambition is to be a Secular 
Priest. 
JOHN LOU1S KRAUS 
Born September 13, 1927, in 
Grayling, Michigan, Louis arrived 
at Assumption in 1943. He hu been 
a member of the band, taken part 
in dramatics, intramural sports and 
waa a member ol the Legion ol 
Mary .and St. John Bosco Club. He 
is qwte ambitious and generoll8, 
Hui am.bi.lion lies in Teaching. 
JOHN MICHAEL JONES 
Born May 16, 1928, in Windsor, 
Ontario, he began Assu_mption in 
1941. In his senior year he was 
appointed as laboratory technician 
under Father Armstrong. A genial 
sort of a fellow, he is able to tell 
good fiction stories. His ambition 
al present is undecided but he 
has a hobby of playing football and 
hopes some day lo excel in it. 
PATRICK ALFRED LALONDE 
Born November 15, 1927, Pal 
entered Assu_mption in 1944. Al-
though in this school for only one 
year, he has made friends easily 
and has been quickly accepted as 
"one of the boys." He played foot-
ball and hockey with great sir.ill 
and success and was Tresurer of the 
"Triple L" Club. Pat plans lo take 
up Pharmacy alter graduating. 
JOSEPH JOHN KNAPP 
Born November 11, 1926, in 
Prague, Czecho-Slovakia, and came 
to Canada at an early age. He 
began Assumption in 1941 and won 
the Junior Handball Championship 
for that year. He has also played 
Junior and Senior Hockey. Joe is a 
good student and is well-liked by 
all Wlth whom he comes in contact. 
LEO ALPHONSE LARIVIERE 
Leo was born on June 18, 1924, 
in Windsor, Onl4rio, and began 
Assumption in 1941. A quiet, 
ambitiollS student, most of his time 
al Ass11mption has been spent iJ1 
making progress in the scholastic 
field. Th.is ildVilncement accom-
panied by his virtue will quaWy 
him for the Pnesthood. 
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RAYMOND JOSEPH McCLOSKEY 
Born October 7th, 1928, he lives 
1n Riverside, Ontario. Ray has 
spent four years al Assumption. He 
excelled in hockey, basketball and 
baseball. His ambition is to be an 
Engineer. Ray was one of the most 
popular fellows ID his class besides 
being an ezcellent student. 
WALTER PATRICK JOSEPH 
MALONE 
Born on October 19, 1927, in 
the City of Windsor, he came to 
Assumption in the fall of 1941. His 
moat popular hobby was sports and, 
in particular, football and hockey. 
He has a good standing record u 
a member of the Knights of the 
Blessed Sacrament. As yet his 
vocation is undecided. 
PACE FlFTY-FOUR 
FREDERICK JOSEPH McEW AN 
Fred was born September 27, 
1928, in Windsor, Ontario. He 
has b8iln active in several ,ports, 
mainly, football, baslcatball and 
swimming. In his last year he 
became a letter man on the Senior 
Football Team and was elected 
captain of the Junior Basketball 
Team. At present, he has not 
decided on what he would like to 
do after graduation. 
MALCOLM ALEXANDER 
MARGERM 
Born on January 11, 1929, in 
Windsor, he has attended Assump-
tion for lour years. Malcolm has 
been a member of the High School 
Band and has played football in 
the Minim House League for the 
lour years he has been here. He 
plans to be a Metalurgical Engineer. 
JOHN JOSEPH McSHANE 
John was born October 7, 1927, 
in Akron, Ohio. He came lo 
Assumption in 1941. His ezceUent 
scholastic record proves him to be 
a hard worker. He was an officer 
ol the Holy Angela' Sodality and 
ID the line of athletics he was 
prominent as a member of the 
weight-lilting team. Upon qrad. 
uation he intends to enlist in the 
Americ411 Navy. 
JOSEPH HENRY MISENER 
Joe was born in Vancouver, B.C., 
in 1928. He entered Assumption 
in September, 1942, and has played 
hockey during h.ia three years of 
attendance and was active also in 
social activities. As a hobby he has 
gathered an extensive collection 
of hand leaders' pholoqraphs. His 
ambition lies in the field of 
Journalism. 
ANTHONY JOSEPH MOSACK 
Tony was born September 13, 
1927, in Detroit, Michigan, and he 
came to Ass11mption in 1941. He has 
been a member of the Boarders' 
Student Council for his Junior and 
Senior years. Tony was in the 
Air Cadets for two years and attained 
the rank of sergeallt. He played 
on the Senior Football Team and 
was a letter man. As yet his ambi-
tion is undecided. 
JOSEPH ARTHUR NANTAIS 
Joe was born in Windsor, Ontario, 
on July 11, 1928, and entered 
Assumption in 1941. He is well-
known for his ability as a hand-ball 
player and has excelled as a 
basketball enthusiast. A quiet, 
likeable chap, he is regarded by all 
the graduates as a real friend. 
JOHN RALPH MURPHY 
Born October l, 1927, he has 
attended Assumption since 1941. 
He is noted among his classmates 
for his original wit and rich sense 
of humour. An ezpert piano player, 
Jack is very interested in music. 
He is a fine student and is president 
of the "Triple L" Club. Jack plans 
to continue his studies at Assump-
hon College to take up Law. 
ROBERT FRANCIS NEVINS 
Bob was born m Windsor, Ont. 
ario, on October 19, 1927. He has 
attended Assumption for four years. 
Bob is interested in sports, especially 
skating and S\'.imming. He pians 
lo be an Engineer. 
ALEXANDER JOSEPH NAGY 
Alec was born November 23, 
1927, in Windsor, Ontario, and 
has attended Assumption for four 
years. He has been a good scholar 
and member of the band for five 
years. In his lair! year he went for 
hockey but switched to boxing. As 
yet his ambition is undecided. 
PATRICK HENRY NORTON 
Pat was born May 23, 1930, in 
Detroit, Michigan. He arrived at 
Assumption in 1941. He has been 
in the Air Cadets for two years and 
a drummer in the band for four. 
He participated in Minim Basketball 
and Senior Sub-Minim football. Pat 
is the youngest member of the 
graduating class and very popular 
with his classmates. 
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JOHN EUGENE PAGEAU 
Born August 13, 1927, in Windsor, 
Ontario, he attended Assumption 
fO? four years. He is an industrious 
student and J.S a devout member of 
the Knights of the Blessed Sacr11· 
men!. His favourite sport is hockey 
at which he excels. 
JOHN ROBERT PETERSEN 
Born on January 24, 1928, in 
Detroit, Michigan, Bob came to 
Assumption in 1942 and during 
that time he has been active on the 
Junior and Senior Hockey teams, 
the Sub-Minim Foolb11ll League and 
a claaa reporter for the graduating 
class. He was also the Sports 
Editor on the Crusader. His out-
standing characteristic is his attract-
ion for bright clothes. During his 
3 years 11t Assumption Bob has been 
an A student most of the time. He 
hopes to be an Aeronautical 
Engineer. 
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LOUIS BRUNO PAOLOTTO 
Louis was born December 26, 
1927, in Windsor. He attended 
Assumption for four years. He 
excels in football and hockey and 
was a star on the Senior teams this 
year. As yet he has not decided 
what he would like to do after 
graduation. 
PATRICK FRANCIS PRAY 
Born March 17, 1928, in Windsor, 
Ontario, Pat has given four years 
to Assumption. He was very popular 
with his classmates and played 
interlorm sports in first and second 
years. He served on the Reporter 
for two years and was also Fire 
Chief representing Assumption in 
the elections. He hopes to be a 
journalist. 
DONALD JOSEPH PAULUS 
Don was born June 2, 1927, ill 
Petoaky, Michigan, and entered 
Assumption in 1943. His ambition 
is based on some type of engineer. 
ing. The priesthood is a possibility. 
He is well-lilted by all 11nd a good 
sport. He was in the Blessed Virgin 
Sodality and showed great interest 
in the Air Cadet Corps where he 
attained the rank of sergeant. 
DONALD LOUIS REAUME 
Born June 21, 1927, in LaSalle 
Ontvio, he haa been At Assumption 
for four years. Don wu a regular 
on this year's Senior Football team. 
Handsome and cheerful, Don is 
one of the most popular fellows in 
his class. At present he has no 
definite plllD.ll fo1 lhe future. 
NELSON REGINALD REAUME 
Born May 17, 1927, in Windsor, 
he has attended Assumption for 
four years. His hobbies are sports, 
music, dramatics and collecting 
records and pictures of band 
leaders. "Curly", a.s he is called 
by his friends is a jovial fellow who 
is well-liked by all. 
RODERIC ARTHUR SAUNDERS 
. Rod was born September 28, 1927, 
in Windsor, Ontario, and came to 
Assumption in 1943. He did well 
in hit studies being among the 
leaders in his class. Well-known for 
hit work in the Air Cadets, he 
reached the rank of Flight Sergeant. 
He also held the position of Assistant 
Sports Editor on the Crusader. 
Affable and well-lilr:ed by all, Rod 
plans to be an engineer. 
THOMAS PATRICK RICE 
Born March 18, 1928, in Detroit, 
Michigan, he has attended Asa11mp· 
lion for four years. Tom has played 
both Junior and Senior Football and 
Baslcetball. His ambition is to be a 
Radio Technician. 
RALPH GEORGE SERNEELS 
Ralph was born Odober 6, 1928, 
in Windsor, Ontario, and came to 
Assumption in 1941. Active in 
bol18e league baseball and baalcet-
ball he was also a Flight Sergeant 
in the Air Cadets. He is interested 
in stamp collecting and model 
bwlding and hopes lo be a Research 
Chemist. 
LOUIS HERMAN RIVARD 
Born May 24, 1926, in Tilbury, 
Ontario, Loua h.u been at Assump. 
lion for fo11r years. He is interested 
in woodcraft. A quiet, studioll.S and 
ambitio11e fellow, he baa not as yet 
decided what field be will enter. 
ALEX JOSEPH STEFANI 
Born A11g11st 31, 1927, Alex first 
came to Ass11mption in 1941. He 
has been a member of the School 
Band for four years. Alex spends 
part of hie spare time collecting 
stamps. He is well-liked by all 
and hopes to be an Engineer. 
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JOSEPH LOUIS STEFANI 
Joe was born June 29, 1928, at 
Windsor. During his four years at 
Assumption Joe has been an active 
member of the High School Band. 
He has proved his ability u a 
fine musician by the many awar~ 
he has won. His ambition ill to live 
a life connected with MWJic. 
CYRIL RONALD UDALL 
Cy waa born on July 7, 1927, in 
Dauphin, Manitoba. He has been 
at Assumption for four years and 
was a member of the Band and the 
Air Cadets. For two years he was 
president of the Band. An A student 
and very conscientious, he wc,s 
well-liked by all. 
PACE FIFTY -EIC;IIT 
HENRY JOSEPH STRAUSBURGER 
Henry was born al Gdansk 
(Danzig), Poland, on October 19, 
1928. He entered Assumption in 
1940 as a boarder. For the past 
three years he has been a day 
scholar. In 1944 Henry won the 
French Oratorical Contest and this 
year was a finalist in the English 
Oratorical&. He possesses a charm• 
ing personality which makes him 
well-liked by all who come in 
contact with him. 
OLIVER JAMES WALSH 
Born November 11, 1927, in 
Win~or, Ontario, Olly has spent 
four years al Assumption and was 
interested in art and especially, 
music and dancing. His personality 
made him popular and well-liked 
by all. 
FRANCIS JOSEPH TURNER 
Frank began life on January 3, 
1928, and came to Assumption 1n 
'43. Tum er will be remembered 
as the boy who, although persec, 
uted by his teachers, always forgave 
them and had the last laugh. He 
indul9ed in football and was vice. 
president of the "Triple L" Club. 
Frank is a constant source of fun 
but can concentrate and make a 
success of ii when the occuion 
demands. 
WALTER JOHN WALSH 
Walter was bom in Fort William. 
Onta.no, on December 21, 1925. 
Later his family took up residence 
in Samia, Ontario. where he 
attended school until he came to 
Assumption in the fall of 1944. He 
inten~ to continue his education 
and desires to enter a field usociat~ 
with Journalism or some other form 
of writing. 
ALOYS EDMUND WEBER 
Born in Detroit on November 16, 
1927, he was a member of the 
Band for two years and was Master 
of Ceremonies at the graduation 
exercises in 1941-42. His hobby is 
fixing gadgets. He plans lo attend 
College after his graduation from 
high school. 
FREDERICK CAMERON WEBER 
Fred was born November 14, 
1927, in Detroit, Michigan. Prior 
to his entrance at Assumption he 
attended high school in Bad Axe, 
Michigan. He proved himseli lo be 
an excellent football player and 
won his A this year. He has also 
played basketball on a Sub-Minim 
team and has been prominent as a 
member of the Boarders' Student 
Council. After graduation he 
intends to enlist in the American 
Navy. 
wn.LIAM HUGH WHITE 
Bill was born in Windsor on 
September 20, 1928, and arrived at 
Assumption in 1943. During that 
lime he was active member of the 
Air Cadets and news reporter on 
the school paper. He ia quite 
musical and is noted around 
Assumption for bis bright socks. 
JI things go well in the future Bill 
hopes to become a Research 
Chemist. 
DOUGLAS ALLAN WOLCOTI 
Doug was born in Detroit, Mich-
igan, on July 27, 1928. He entered 
Assumption in the fall of 1941 after 
refusing a scholarship to St. Thomas 
Military Academy. During his lour 
years here h, has been an active 
member of the sports teams of the 
school, of the Air Cadets and in 
social activities. His ambition is 
lo be an Electrical or Civil Engineer. 
THOMAS GEORGE ZUBER 
Tom was born May 23, 1927, in 
Kitchenez, Ontario, and arrived at 
Assumption in 1942. He is well 
known lo the whole student body 
as Editor of the "With the Classes" 
column in the Reporter and as 
Editor·in·Chief of the Cn1.aoder. 
He has won several awards for his 
scholastic ability and was secretary 
of the "Triple L" club. He is a 
likeable student and his ambition 
is to be a Lawyer. 
e THE CLASSROOM BUILDING 
0 ADMINISTRATION WING 
HONOUR MATRICULATION 
e L, Seguin, V. Pare, L. McCann, E. LaRocque, T. Gallant, T. Gates. 
e A. Chevalier, P. Freeman, J. Ellard, G. :Bruette, R. Meloche, G. Thibert, J. Mistru.zzi. 
V. Crowley F. Dolan 
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l'I\Gt,; SIXTY FOUR 
e R Sheehan, M. Parent, D. Merlo, G. Maxwell, N. McGulis, A. Allan, R. Marea' 
P Moroun. 
e P. Marente!te, G. Dumouchelle N. Herbert, R. LaRocque, J. Worrell, M. Qwllll, 
J. McNa.mara, C. Bondy. 
e R. Laforet, R. Keane, J. Durocher, T. Foley, R. Barron, P. Schiller, G. Bra.nnag,in, 
R. Sheehan. 
e F. Re,d, S. Markham, W. Pare, W. Du.Hy, F. Marentette, E. Bannon, L. Benede! 
e J. 08'Uch, L. Stephenson, J. Wiume, R. Ray, R. Eaneor, P. Kennedy, J. Docherty 
e E. L'Heureux, 0. Nantais, R. Ducharme, M. Allan, J. Dufour, R. Frechette, 
R. Laframboi.&e, D. Sexton. 
3b 
t G. Crimin, D. Moll, J. Halford, J. ICeilt, E. Robil4ille, A. Harear, W. Meriek, J. McDonald, B. Joluuon, A. Morand, J. Ha.ms 
t A. Gouelin, R. Ja.cob, P. Ouellette, L. Bergeron, J. Dunn, L. Me:ria.k, F. Finn, P. Boiaverl, C. Clouthier, G. Baggio 
t L. Renaud, L. Blneire, P. DeMers, D. Seguin, C. McIntosh, S. Olek.sik, L. Lambert, P. Seguin, D. Cousineau, J. Maroon 
t J. Boisvert, H. Pilon, J. Boyde, D. Sooley, E. Truant, F. B1ilhrgeon, S. Zold, M. Daniel, D. Morand, F. Pare. 
I 
I 
e W. Potter, F. Cliff, R. Wink 
e J. Perry, A. Barbesin, B. Reinhart 
e W. Calabrese, R. Moore, R. Colloton 
.3c 
• H. MclCeruie, R. Heil, r. Mosack, R. Curtin, H. Schultz, C. Johnson, G. Frost 
e T. Pickett, T. Brennan, J. Sullivan, J. Leigl, R. O'Connor, R. Zeisig, A. Ball. 
e R. Hearscb, M. McGarry, J. Eckland, K. Macholl, T. A::kerman, M. Olsen, R. Hill 
t R. Coyle, T. Do~d~ro, J. Carroll. D. Rick. H. Gee. 
t W. Froniier, J. Clark, r Schlachter, I. Gates, ). Menner. 
t A. Mathers, H. Reidy, L. Barrie, J. Starinlci, J. Viviano. 
t D. Morrison, T. McEvo}', M. O'Connor, W. Keils. 
e J. Jeal<le, P. Sweeney, D. Baynton, G. McKeniie, J. Ford, H. Fenn 
e !. Rogers, D. f()()htman, D. Haack, J. Fisher, A. Kettler 
e E. Meade, S. Hahn, C. Sheridan, L. Klein, G. Hellrich, D. Steven11 
e J. Hannon, L. Ball, L Morand, E. Cherry. 
•. 
CR11hr) 
e G. Gilboe, R. Stevenson, G. St. Pierre, 
W. Kitchen, D. Longpre. 
e W. Matthews, N. Treparuer, 
W. McGuire, R. Gagnon, R. Paquette, 
W. Reynolds. 
e J. Harkins, R. Bondy, L. Clare, 
G. Johnson, R. Renaud. 
e W. Dolan, T. Scratch, W Chartier, 
J. Gxondin, L. Csery. 
l'.\<.E SIX l'Y•F.IGIIT 
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e K. Bartlett, E. McCarrol, J, Masterson, J. Maitre. 
E. Wildgen, J. Farrah. 
e E. Lancaster, M. Gaudette, M. Smith, D. Huggard. 
J. Janisse, P. Duchene. 
e R. Tourangeau, L. Baer, L. Beaudoin, 
G. Donova.n, H, Bemachi. 
e J. Browning, W. La.Buie, S. Alexander, 
L. M~e, R. Paquette. 
R,iht 
e H. Rir.dlisbacher, E. Fortune D. Mayne, 
F. Flowers, F. Denonv,lle, R. Duby. 
e R. Burton, R Cleary, F. St. Louis, 
P. Marcotte, R. Caza, J. Chevalier. 
e N. Beneteau, J. Johnson, L. Fredette, 
A. Bennett, R. Walsh, J. Hicks. 
• T Freeman, R. Stephani, F. Pieber, 
W. Brennan, P. Ferris, R. Duro::her. 
\!Aft) 
e G. Merlihan, D. Arpin, R. Lauzon, D. Watson. 
• R. Tuite, T. Masterson, I .. Pay, D. Charters. 
• J. Spickett, J. Bake, G. Peck, T. Murphy. 
• N; LaRocque, A. Charron, J. Bondy, E. Deslippc 
rAct: SIXTY-NINE 
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e E. Shilliday, J. Johnson, P. Grier, R. Lariviere, J. Owen, T. Rickard 
e J. Poi.sson, E. Adamich, W. Richard, D. Wilkinson, J. Bortolotli, 
F. Dayus, F. Zakoor. 
e F. Furlong, L. Parent, E. Morand, J. Stein, R. Graveline, W. Lloyd. 
2d 
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e J. Blonde, C. Ellis, V. Jolie, M. Rioux, 
E. Lesperance. 
e C. Arnold, G. Lavallee, R. Pender, R. Ouellette 
L. Poisson, J. Page 
e J. O'Brien, N. Davies, l. Gignac, B. lohllSO!! 
T. Pageau. 
la 
e E. St. Louis, G. Sharon, H. Hellerman, N. Adam, T. Meconi, G. LeMire, T. Merner, R. Lake, M. Fortier, B. Bltowski, 
N. Rivail, L. Lela.ive. 
e f J. Palmeri, G. Perneel, C. Renda, C. Featherstone, I. Ouellette, H. Pierre, L. Olsen, E. Grandy, E. Tighe, W. Byrne, 
T. Brown, L. Clement, C. Fleming. 
• S. Zakoor, P. Devin, M. Fortune, J. St. Louis, K. Crough, W. Pataky, M. Hickey, L. Richard, L. Zaltoor, E. Alice, 
• J. Murdoch, M. Tonkin, G. Albrough, L Zuchetlo, H. Waskowiz, J. LaPointe, R. Murchison, G. Scratch, A. Murray, 
E. Gould. 
lb 
e J. Ea.taor, J. Cody, M. Kennedy, R. Penney, W. Elstone, E. Soulliere, L. DeLoyde, D. Reddam, J. Semande, R. Fisher, 
R. Burton, R. Tessier, R. May, P. Ouellette. 
e C. Contardo, R. Blain, J. Muldoon, F. Chick, A. Wiesz, G. Jacques, G. Renaud, K. Richardson, M. Mudry, J. Guest, 
J. Harris, R. St.Louis, H. Kaniewski. 
• G. Masse, R. Gignac, D. Petersen, A. Salazar, R. Plante, E. SC'hentag, L. Morand, R. Strong, W. Janine, F. Ferguson 
PACE SEVENTY-TWO 
• 
I J. Graves, J. Polak, R. Treppa. 
I R. Mcinnes, P. Smith, R. Bonnett. 
I D. Lipinski, T. Tracey, T. Booltmyer 
I H. Monpeht, T. Neff, M. Dannis 
e P. Klebba,tJ. Wa.gner, ). McNamara, 
H. Stevens. 
e F. Larrow, J. Gorrien, \ W. Salazar, 
D. Sharon. 
e P. Garr, E. Durant, R. Vincent, W. Treiona 
e D. Petoskey, T. McCarthy, R. Curran, 
Robt. Curran. 
le 
• 
e T. Park, C. Mosar, R. Gugala 
e J. Schueren, J. McClear, A. McPha il 
e T. Gutman, F. Smith, H. Stenson 
e G. Hoppa, F. Brickman, W. Kenny 
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• J. Morrison, R. Po1SSon, V. LeBlanc, G. Masson, T. Ryan 
• W. Laforet, L. Sina.sac, T. Ryan, R. Askin, D. O'Neill 
• P. Mousseau, E. Mullin, C. Frechette, L. Parent, K. Wing 
• P. O'Gorman, G. Gignac, F. Flood, F. Lucier. 
ld 
(Aboc• 
e J. Smyth, G. Bertrand, B. Morrell, D. Campeau, T. Dun: 
• T. Snannon, G. Lemire. R. Ma'sonvill3, C. Allen, G. Segw: 
• D. MacDonald, L. Pare, E. Bennin, H. Pomainville, 
A. Bastien. 
• R. D1mne, R. Walker, V. Price, J, McAlhster. 
e L. Venney, G. Fracas, N. Meconi, R. Holland, K. Lefebvre 
e W. Nantais, C. LaCombe, G. Cua, F. Hollerhead, 
H. Wasylyk, K. Beneteau 
e D. Marentette, W. Monteneri, B. Andrejezewslr.i, 
C. Ouellette, T. Zatyko, R. Masse. 
e D. Scott, R. LaCombe, E. Callaghan, D. Bridges, D. Barrow 
e K. Hussey, G. Quenneville, M. Neville, D. Boughner 
W. Kokeny, J, Strong 
• R. Bala, E. DeLorenz,e, J. Sch,sler, R. Paterson, J. Watson, 
R. Norden. 
• R. Balint, C. Taylor, R. St. Pierre, J. Harris, T. Scully 
e J. Pare, D. Peltier, H. Paquette, D. Duquette, V. Villema,re 
le 
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• G. Kelly, P. Wendling, E. Earl, J. Holmes, J. Kroone, J. Tyler, K. McKeiver, J. Loving, R. Gregg, J. McGuire 
e J. Petz, R. Klamt, J. Conway, E. Lievois, D. Ledwidge, R. Weber, T. Beaubien, J. McClelland, E. McCarthy, T. Magin 
e R. Morand, I. Conboy, J. Peltier, R. Adams, f. Blain, P. Milan, T. Meier, R. Fry, R. Marlin, ]. Hill 
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HOWARD BEAUVAIS 
On September 30th, Howard Beauvais died. He was liked by many boys 
in the school. I knew of no one in the school who did not like him. Even the new 
boys, who only knew him for a week, liked him already. He was my best 
pal. We had many good times together. We played together, we swam together. 
We had many small arguments, but they were not real arguments, because we 
were always good friends. He was in first year of High School this year (Class 
1-C), and I am in Grade 8. Last year he was in Grade Eight and I was in Grade 7. 
Two days before he came back to school after the holidays, a dog bit him 
while he was riding his bicycle. A week ago last Sunday they took him to the 
hospital, and he never came back. I miss him very much, and the other boys 
miss him too. especially Martin Mogge, Bill Shore and Don Sharon. We both 
starled the year on the First F1at. We had planned with the Flat Master to room 
together beginning October the 15th. His birthday was September the 25th, 
while he was in the hospital. His father brought him many presents, and put 
them in his room on the tlat, but he never saw the presents. He was fourteen 
years old. 
The night before he died, when he could still talk a little, Father Ginrd, 
our F1at Master, asked him who his best friend was in the school and he m~m-
tioned my name, and when Father told me this I felt very glad, but all th:tt I 
could think of was that he would recover and come back. Last Saturday, when 
they told us that he was dead, I could hardly believe it. We all felt very bad. 
And now that he is dead, I am still going to be his best friend and pray for the 
repose of his soul. 
Dave W.acGillis 
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Grade Eight 
e S. Polen, F. Lindsay, C. Baker, P. Ganin, R. Berent, G. Dikeman, L. Man, L. McMillan, N. Fitzgerald, J. Jarvis, 
P. Streicher. 
e R. Beaupre, E. Brisson, W. Priest, C. DeMallia, R. Mills, L. Healy, J. Hart, D. Young, f. Ba1ber, W. Labadie, 
W. Dorais 
e E. Kiernan, R. Daoust, J. Hardy, M. Mogge, A. Stockwell, D. Roach, R. Millar, E. Hebert, E. Harb, E. Osborne. 
PAGE EICIITY-TWO 
e R. Haggerty, J. Pearce, W. Klauer, G . Bufton, J. Jones. 
e R. Sexton, T. Carey, T. Ward, ). Newman, J. Towers. 
e G. Heaton, T. Meagher, G. Robichaud, J. Leahy. 
Grade Seven 
I' \GE EIGllT) - 1 IIREI·: 
Grade Six 
• R. Miller, R. M.aniere 
e W. Russel, E. Sergeant, W. Barber, 0. Denys 
• R. M.cConville, T. Kazanis. 
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THE CHOIR 
e REV. R. FRIZZERO, F.S.C. 
Director 
• TOP ROW D. Stevens, T. Beaubien, R. Wink, I. Ford, E. Meade, G. Helfrich, J. Dunn. 
e MIDDLE ROW Mr. E Donoher, C.S.B., J. Pe~. F. Chi!, R. Vincent, Mr. V. Thompson, C.S.B. 
e FRONT ROW J. Newmc1n, R. Sexton, R. Mor=d, T. Meier, T. Meagher, R. Maniere, T. Kazanis, R. Millar, 
C. DeMattia, H. Monpelil. 
e ORGANIST-Rev. R. Frizmo. F.S.C. 
l'.\GE NJKt::TY,ONt:: 
THE ANNUAl~ 
JUNIORS 
e REV. M. X. FRASARAND, C.S.P. 
lRETREAT 
SENIORS 
e REV. F. B. ROBERT, C.S.P. 
PACE NINETY-THREE 
THE 
MISSION 
SOCIETY 
e THE EXECUTIVE 
e P Flenung (President), P. Furlong (ls! Councillor), Mr. J. Mullin, C.S.B., B.A., ). Boyde (Columnist), Rev. M. Pickell, 
C.S.B., A. Burton (2nd Councillor), R. Cbubonneau (Vice-President), J. Dunn (Secreluy-Treasurer). 
[® CLASS LEADERS IN MISSIONS 
I H. Mulford, R. LaRocque, M. Riolll, J. Farrah 
I G. Bufton, G. Bruette, R. Eansor, L. Zakoor 
t E. Meade, P. Garvin, R. Gugala, E. Loving 
t J. Harru, C. Clou1hier, R. Charbonneau, D. Campeau 
~ ASSISTANT CLASS LEADERS 
t T. Brennan, P. Mazcotte, E. Lesperance, J. Polak, D. Moll 
t A. Bufton, W. Kolceny, C. Renda, J. Janisse, F. Barber 
t F. Dolan, W. Lavey, J. Ford, L. Sinasac 
e L. Morand, G. Robichaud, W. Johnson, J. Hill, F. Weber 
L. Benedet W. McGuire R. Maniere W. Johr.son 
POSTER CONTEST WINNERS 
e SENIOR "A' MAN 
Pat KeD.Dedy 
MR. PAULUS JUDGES 
THE 
ANNUAL 
"A-MAN", 
CONTEST 
e JUNIOR "A" MAN 
Jerome Smyth 
FR. BEALE SPEAKS 
e H. Pierre, T. Ryan, L. Richards, R. Frechette, C. Frechette, M. Neville, D. Sharon 
e J. Boyde, J. Janisse, L. Kraus, Rev. C. Armstrong, C.S.B., E. LaRocque, R. LaRocque, T. Kaniewski. 
I KNIGHTS 
OF THE 
BLESSED 
SACRAMENT 
I 
:I 
[@] THE EXECUTIVE 
l'ACE NINETY-EIGHT 
e C. DeLl.sle, A. Bufton, J. Guth, L. Kraus. 
BLESSED 
VIRGIN 
SODALITY 
REV. E. C. LeBEL, C.S.B. 
Director 
~ THE EXECUTIVE 
HOLY 
ANGELS 
SODALITY 
e P. Gau, P. Klebba, P. Garvin 
REV. E. J. LAJEUNESSE, C.S.B., B.A. 
Director 
e L. Morand, T. Neff, ). McClear, E. Meade, C. Moser 
THE 
SAINT 
JOHN BOSCO 
I CLUB 
e T. Pickett, T. Ackerman, E. Earl, J. Sheridan, T. Bea11bien, D. Heack, H. McKenzie. 
• M. Daniel, M. McGarry, T. McCarthy, R. Adams, T. Bookmyer, R. Vmcent. 
e M. Denis, Robt. Cunan, R. Curran, W. Kenney, T. Neff, T. McEvoy 
e H. Ready, J. Magin, R. Fry, J. Hardy, J. ?ones, P. Milan, 
e T. Meier, R. MU!a.r, R. O'Connor, R. Zeisig, E. Meade 
e M. Mogge, R. Morand, L. Bezaire, T. Brennan, C. DeLisle. 
e R. McConville, T. Meagher, J. Dunn, W. Calabrese, R. Hea.rsch, J. Kiels, P. Sweeney, R. Clarke. 
e D. Moll, P. Costello, L. Kraus, M. Olsen. 
e Mr. H. Hajovslty, C.S.B., (sacristan) 
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t• \C.F. ONE HUNDRED AND TEN 
~ THE GRAD BANQUET 
PAGE ONE HU:,, rnu;u ANU EU:\ E:-. 
I ~ MOCK 
CITY 
COUNCIL 
e TOP LEFT Mayoralty Candidates: 
V. Crowley, D. Bondy (Mayor) and W. Lavey 
e BOTIOM LEFT- Father Thompson and students 
prepare for lhe election. 
e On Wednesday, November 29th, a student 
city council elected by Assumption High 
School, took over the administration of 
the city of Windsor. 
e TOP RIGHT Counting the votes. 
e BOTIOM RIGHT- Voting in 3B poll. 
e THE MOCK COUNCIL LEARNS ITS DUTIES 
Alderman McCloslcey, Maoter&on and Mossaclc. 
2 Mayor Reaume hands over authority lo "Mayor" Bondy. 
3- "Tall CollectoT'' L'Heureux get. aome pointen. 
4 C,ty Clerk Walen gives the new "Council" instructions. 
5 "Fire Chief" Pat Pray taiea over. 
6- "Aldermen" talk things over. 
7 "Police Chief'' J. Gllib get, inatructiona. 
8 "Police Chief" Guth inspect. jail. 
9- More "Council" problem,. 
l'\t,F; l,:,.;E IIUNDRED ANO J.'OURTEEN 
e T. Meier, F. Pare, V. Pare, A. Nagy, C. Pare, T. McEvoy, J Stephani, M. Allen. 
e P Norton, A. Baby, A. Stephani, M. Margerm, P. Mullin, J. Beneette, C. Udall, R. Meloche, 
e J. Keils, R. Frewin, H. Bondy, C. Ellis, Prof. A. Sharon, J. Collins, L. Kraus, G. Dumouchelle, 
C 
he, 
lie, 
II. Pilon, A. Allan, l Price, R. Hill. 
C. Clouthier. 
REV. C. f. HARRISON, C.S.B. 
Supervisor 
THE 
ASSUMPTION 
BAND 
PAGE ONE llu'NORED AND FlFTEEN 
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THE 
OFFICERS 
e J. Goode, D. Paulus, A. Bufton, A. Mosack, R. Zeisig, W. Elstone, R. Hicks, R. Walsh 
e R. Hill, F. Dolan, L. Bezaire, C. El.lit;, J. Harris, R. Saunders, R. Semeels, H. Struburger 
e W.O. 2 R. Gluns, C. Udall, P, O W. Allen, F, O H.K. Balfour, F/ Lt. C. F. Harrison.'.P 'O:E.~M. Young, P OR. Burdett, 
P O V. Cote, T. Gatfield. 
P.\GE Ol\E lll'NDRED ,\:S: ll EJGI ITl::E:S' 
• • • 
•• 
.. 
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l'.\GE ONE IIUNl)RF:0 AND TWF.NTY-TWO 

e VINCENT CROWLEY 
Editor 
THE REPORTER 
• JACK BOYDE 
Aas't-Editor 
THE CRUSADER 
l'At,r. ONE HUNDRED \:S:l) TWENTY-l"Ol"R 
e REV. U. J. GIRARD, C.S.B. 
Supervisor 
e THOMAS ZUBER 
F.ditor 
THE CRUSADER 
• WALTER WALSH 
Sales Manager 
THE CRUSADER 
e P. Boisvert, L. Maziak, W. White, R. Boisvenue, J. McDonald, G. Fotiades, 
W. Johnson. 
e J. Boyde, L. Bortolotti, F. Dolan, W. Menck, A. Gosselin, T. Zuber, 
W. Brennan. 
e L. Stephenson, R. Bonnell, H. Gee, E. LaRocque, J. McDonald, 
R. Petersen, J. MUidoch. 
e J, Newman, L. Rivard, D. Mayne, C. Taylor, F. F1ood. 
I 
II 
REPORTER 
STAFF 
CLASS 
REPORTERS 
I 
• 
ASSUMPTION REPORTER 
CUB 
REPORTERS 
WALTER LLOYD 
• 
ONE OF THE 
FIRST REPORTERS 
April 25, 1938 
• 
• Father Girard, C. Taylor, W. Lloyd, 
e D. Mayne, F. Flood. 
.. 
~ THE ANNUAL "SCOOP., 
Students leaving the gym, and receiving a 
copy of the Reporter, containing a detailed 
account of the events which they have just 
witnessed. 
PAGE ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGIIT 

• 
• 
e REV. J. HANRAHAN, C.S.R 
Ass't Athlehc Director 
• 
PAC,!-: ON!, IIL'l',;l>RED .\:S:D THIRTY 
THE ATHLETIC STAFF 
e REV. C. ARMSTRONG, C.S.B. 
ft.thlelie Director 
• 
• 
e REV. F. YOUNG, C.S.B. 
e GERALD H DUCHENE 
Student Director 
Hockey 
• 
FATHER AND SON NIGHT 
e ANNUAL FOOTBALL BANQUET 
PAGE ONE HUNDRED ANO TIURTY-ONE 
OUR 
CHEER 
LEADERS 
• D. Bondy, P. Furlong, I. Murdoch, E. L'Heureux 
1-'A<,l-. u:s;i:: l!l'.'-DREl.> \!',;l) TIIIRTI"-TWO 
e E. Shilliday, J. Keils, A. Harcar, A. Mosack, F. Coyle, F. Bernbardy, W. Lavey, G. Bruette. 
e R. Charbonneau, G. Baggio, N. Herbert, D. Reaume, F. McEwan, J. McCloskey 
e F. Weber, A. Gosselin, E. L'Heureux, P. Furlong, C. DeLisle, J. Goode. 
• FOOTBALL "A" CLUB 
• FOOTBALL 
PAGE ONE HUNDRED ANO THIRTY-THRcE 
ASSUMPTION'S 
GEORGE 
ARNOTT 
OUTSTANDING ATHLETE 
1944-45 
1'·\GE ONE IIUNDRKD ,\!'ID TIIIR1Y-l'OUH 
• 
• 
• 
# 
e MR. LEO REAUME 
e FATHER ARMSTRONG 
e FATHER HANRAHAN 
• F. Weber, G. Arnott, W, Lavey, B. Berthiaume, L. Paolotto 
e J. Cergel, F. Coyle, A. Mosack, N. Herbert, D. Reaume, W. Bridgeman, A. Harcar. 
• SENIOR FOOTBALL SQUAD 
e FIRST TEAM 
e F. Bemhardy, R. O'Connor, R. Quirlc, F. McEwan, R. Charbonneau. 
e J. McCloslcey, A. Chevalier, G. Baggio, F. Reid, J. Keils, C Johns:>n, G. Carpenter e 2nd TEAM 
ASSUMPTION 
VS 
TECH. 
• G. Duchene, C. Del.isle, F. Bemhardy, T. Rice, L. Paolollo, A. Gosselin (manager) 
• R. Boisvenue, G. Bruelle, T. Piclcett, J. Goode, G. Fotiades, H. Beamish, W. Potter e 3rd TEAM 
• SENIOR SUB-MINIMS 
@jJ GIANTS (Champs Sr. S. M. House League) 
• Mr. L. McGrady, C.S.B., Donald Moll, P. Lalonde, P. Garvin (captain), R. Weber, L. Banedet, P. Gur, F. Chf!. 
• R. Gugala. 
e H. Schultz, J. Owen, J. Eckland, J. MacDonald, J. St.uinlri, H. Rindlisbacher, R. W1-,.k. 
~ RED SKINS 
• A. Hubbard, G. Kelly, C. Sheridan, J, McClear, J. Dunn, E. Lesi:erance, P. Kennedy, N. Guild, 
Mr. J. L. Kunec, C.S.B., W, Pare. 
e J. Page, R. Treppa, M. Rioux, R. Zeisig, H. Fenn, J. Mosad:, W. Cleven. 
[fil] BEARS 
e T. Foley, R. Moore, Mr. J. B. Mullins, C.S.B., P. Laforet, F. Reid, M. McGarry (captain), G. Tyler, R. Petersen, 
e C. Clouthier, M. Olsen, P. Costello, E. Durant. 
e D. Gowdy, M. Margerm, M. Kennedy, P. Klebba, J. Polak, J. Rogers, L. Lambert. 
I@] LIONS 
e IP. Demers, A. Ball, L. Klein, Mr. W. H. Marshall,,C.S.B., L. Zaltoor, L. PoiM<>n, D. Rick. 
e G. Cronin, N. Riva.it, G. Bertrand, J. Conway, E. Curry, W. Gunn, K. McKeiver, E. Meade, C. Moser. 
rAGE ONE HUNDRED AND TIHRTY,EIGHT 

• INTERMEDIATE LEAGUE 
@) HOLY CROSS 
• Mr. A. W. Muir, C.S.B., M. Dennis, R. Fry, R. Beaupre, T. Beaubien, T. Boolcmyer, R. Klamt, W. Pata.ky, A. MacPhail 
• D. Sharon, J. Conboy, J. Harris, R. Vincent, L. Richards, H. Reidy, J. Magin. 
e Rev. J. Hanrahan, C.S.B., W; Corcoran, L. Beiaire, W. Dorais, J. McClung, L. Ball, 
e F. Hollerhead, R. Hojinov, Ra Ada.ma, J. Norden, Robt. Curran, J. Halford. R. Hill 
~ NOTRE DAME 
e Mr. J. V. Thompson, C.S.B., W. Keil,, G. Albrough, B. Monell, J. Schisler, J. Meo.aer. 
e T. Murphy, J. Viviano, I. O'Brien, L. Healy, F. Turner, R. Burton, J. Gates. 
(@] TIIlSTLES 
e Mr. P. B. MacDonald, C.S.B., E. Cherry, T. Gutman, T. NeH, L. Stephenson, J. Guest, L. Morand, P. Duchene, J. Hart, J. Petz, E. Brisson (captain). 
e W. Johuaon, G. Dikeman, F. Schenk, A. Weber, P. Smith, D. Sooley, J. Gorrien. 
1'11.IJE ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY 

• JUN IOR SUB . MINIMS 
I@] TITANS 
Mr. J. Dilworth, C.S.B. 
e E. Callaghan, J. Pare, R. Maniere, F. Chick, P. Milan 
e D. Pellier, H. Montpetit, R. McConville, J. Muldoon, T. Meagher, R. Cormier, T. Tracey 
~ ST. MARY'S 
Mr. I. Enright, C.S.B. 
e M. DeCooman, J. Hill, F. Barber, J. Hardy, N. LaRocque, R. Morand, (captain), Mr. J. Enright, C.S.B. 
• D. MacGillis, R. Hughes, E. Hebert, J. Newman, T. Carey, M. Mogge, L. Parent, D. Roach, R. Beatson 
I@] FORDHAM 
Mr. G. B. Oni.ni, C.S.B. 
e V. Price, J. McAllister, P. Gorman, S. Ale1:ander, P. Mouaeau, T. Meier 
e R. Petenen, R. Dunne, G. Robichaud, D. Marenlette, R. Plante, D. Younq, E. Oaborne 
PACE ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-TWO 

• 
l'Al,1-: usi,; HUNDRED \!'iU 1-'0RrY-l'OUR 
ALL-STAR 
NIGHT 
• • 
e G. Duchene, A. Barbesin, T. Rice, G. Carpenter, W. Fisher, G. Frost, R. O'Connor, G. Gehringer 
e E. Robitaille, J. Cerget, W. Bridgeman, P. Kennedy, F. Reid 
• BASKETBALL "A° CLUB 
• BASKETBALL 
PACE ONE HUNDRED AND l'ORTY-FI\/E 
e W. Bridgeman, W. Fisher, G. Co..rpenler, G. Frost, J. Cerget, E. Robitaille, T. Rice, G. Duchene, Rev. C. Armstrong, C.S.B. 
e R. O'Connor, G. Amott, P. Kennedy, A. Ball. A. Barbe4i.a, G. Geringher, F. Reid. 
I 
• 
PACE ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY.SIX 
SENIOR 
BASKETBALL 
CITY CHAMPIONS 
1945 
I JUNIOR BASKETBALL 
• G. Duchene, V. Jolie, B. Bitowsk.i, R. Clark, Mr. J. Kunec, C.S.B., B. Johnson, E. Lesperance, D. Moll, R. Gugala 
e A. Gosselin, D. ColWtleau, F. McEwan, R. Daragon, G. Herbert, D. Gowdy. 
• SUB-MINIM ALL-STARS 
e BOARDERS 
@I SENIORS 
e Mr. L. McGrady, C.S.B., (coach), W. Dorais 
R. Weber, J. Menner, G. McKenzie, G. Tyler. 
e R. Hill. E. Cherry, J. Loving, P. Sweeney, R. Klaml, 
T. McCarthy. 
e E. Brisson, L. Ball. 
@I JUNIORS 
• G. Robichaud, J. Hart, C. DeMattia, P. Milan 
• D. Haggerty, F. Barber, R. Morand, J. Pearce, 
E. Osborne, J. Hardy. 
!'-\GE ONE HUNDRED ,\ND l'ORTY-E:ICIIT 
e DAY-SCHOLARS 
@I SENIORS 
e Rev. C. Armstrong, C.S.B., J. Palmen, C. Ellis, 
K. H1LUey, F. Finn, G. Bertrand. 
• 1. Browning, W. Patalty, W. Kolteny, L. Richard, 
T. Murphy. 
@ JUNIORS 
• G. Perneel, D. o·Neill, ). Schisler, E. DeLorenz1e, 
H. Waslcowiz, Rev. C. Armstrong, C.S.B. 
• F. Chicle, D. Marentette, R. Bala, G. Masse, 
F. Hollerhead, G. Fracas, J. St. Louis. 
• MINIM LEAGUE 
e A. Weber, 1. Mosack, Mr. P. MacDonald, C.S.B. 
(coach), R. Coyle, M. Olsen. 
e H. Reinhart, A. Hubbard 
e D. Fleming, R. Nevins, Mr. Clancy, 
C.S.B., (coach), T. Brennan, J. Guth 
e C. Delisle, J. Dunn, J. Kells, 
H. Mulford. 
e G. Tyler, Mr. P, MacDonald, C.S.B., (coach), 
G. Duchene, G. Bruette. 
e D. Wolcott, A. Bufton, D. Moore. 
• SENIOR SUB-MINIM LEAGUE 
(BOARDERS) 
IT@ GUNNERS (Top left) 
• J. McClear, P. Klebba, Mr. E. Bailey, C.S.B. (coach), 
C. Moser, A. McPhail. 
e L. Be.zaue, H. Mulford, R. Moore, R. Klaml, F. Weber 
IT@ PARATROOPERS (Middle left) 
• T. Bookmyer, R. Treppa, f. Chlf, Mr. H. Cunan, 
C.S.B., (coach), H. Fenn, L. Poisson, T. Ackerman, 
J. Gorrien. 
• D. Sharon, H. McKenzie, G. Hopps. 
IT@ PILOTS (Top right) 
e G. Tyler, E. Cherry, ]. Poisson, W. Priest, F. Larrow, 
B. Johnson, R. Winlr:, Mr. R. Ja.niase, C.S.B., (coach) 
• R. Beau.pre, J. Dunn, J. Keila, T. Pickett, R. Vincent 
• D. Ledwidge, W. Dorais. 
~ NAVIGATORS (Middle right) 
e Mr. V. Thompson, C.S.B., (coach), L. Morand, 
T. Rickard, J. Menner, R. Weber. 
e T. Pork, L. B6ll, E. Brinon, T. McCuthy, A. S11tkoiy, 
e R. Hill, R. Gregg. 
rAGE ON£ HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
IT@ BOMBARDIERS (Above) 
e R. Zewg, K. McKeiver, Mr. G. Orsini, C.S.B., 
(coach), P. Sweeney, J. Leigl. 
e L. Barrie, R. Bonnett, M. McGarry, J. Pet,, J. Loving 
• SENIOR SUB-MINIM LEAGUE 
tDAY-SCHOLARS) 
@11 HAWKS 
• H. Piene, K. Hussey, P. Finn, M. Riou, 
W. Fisher (coach) 
e D. Huggard, G. Baggio, J. Page, C. Ellis, L. Richard 
@11 COBRAS 
e R. Serneels, R. McCloelcey, S. Olekailt 
W. Bridgeman, (coach) 
e R. Pender, J. O'Brien, l. Farrah, T. Murphy, 
R. Johnson. 
e C. Frechette, P. Grier. 
@JI SPITFIRES 
e E. Robitaille (coach), W. Kolteny, E. Bannon, 
J. Pahaeri, R. LaRocque, G. Dumouchelle. 
e R. Frechette, F. Baillargeon, F. Finn, G. Cronin, 
J. Maroon, C. Clouthier. 
• H. Rindll,bacher, G. Bertrand. 
@11 MUSTANGS 
e L. Sina,ac, L. Stepheruon, P. Kennedy (coach), 
C. :Renda, F. Pieber. 
e J. Halford, W. Patalcy, J. Nanteis, J. Browning, 
F. nowers. 
PACE ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY.ONE I 
• JUNIOR SUB -MINIM LEAGUE 
(DAY-SCHOLARS) 
[@] CRUISERS 
• L. Za.koor, E. Tighe, G. Perneel, G. Fracas, 
F. McEwan (coach) 
e L. Pa:rent, J. St. Louis, F. Hollerhead, G. Scratch 
e W. Brennan, J. Walson 
[@] SUBMARINES 
e M. Tonkin, R. Burton, M. Mudry, F. Chick 
e J. Harris, I. Pue, G. Masse, H. Waskowiz, 
P. O'Gorman, I. Grondin 
e G. Gignac, J. Harris 
[@] DESTROYERS 
e A. Gosselin (coach), L. Clement, H. Wasylyk1 
L. Lelaive, R. May, I. Guest 
e D. Duquette, R. Bala, E. DeLorenzie, W. Montanar, 
e R. LaCombe, K. Beneteau 
[@] DREADNOUGHTS 
• W. Nantais, D. O'Neill, C. Ouellette 
R. Daragon (coach) 
e G. Albrough, D. Marenlette, P. Ferris, 1. Schisler 
• JUNIOR SUB-MINI M BA SKETBALL 
(BOARDERS) 
@jJ GOBS 
e H. Monpelit, W. Klauer, Mr. F. Welling, C.S.B. 
(coach), P. Streicher, R. Millar 
e G. Bufton, J. Newman, E. Osborne, J. Pearce, 
T. Kuanis 
@jJ G. I. JOES 
e R. Fry, J. Harl, Mr. L. Faye, C.S.B. (coach), 
J. Conboy, R. Miller 
e A. Salazar, A. Stockwell, P. Milan, J, Hill, W. Kenny 
e T. Carey, E. Sergeant 
ffgjJ RANGERS 
e J. Magin, L. Healey, Mr. J. Enright, C.S.B. (coach). 
Rohl. Curran, R. Mills 
e W. Russel, T. Tracey, R. Morand, J. Heaton 
e T. Maher, M. Mogge 
ffgjJ SEA-BEES 
• D. Young, Mr. H. Marshall, C.S.B. (coach), 
L. Lindsay, G. Robichaud 
e T. Meier, F. Barber, D. Haggerty, J. Hardy, 
R. Maruere. 
P.\GE ONE HUNDRED ,\ND FIFTY-THREE 
• 
e THE SWIMMING POOL 
rAGE ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FOUR 
e A. Hubbard, P. Lalonde, W. Malone, B. Berthiaume, R. Petersen 
e J. Paige, P. Seguin, L. Paolotto, D. Gowdy. 
~ HOCKEY "A" CLUB 
HOCKEY 
SWIMMING 
BOXING 
BASEBALL 
GYMNASTICS 
PAGE 01'E llUNDRED /\Nl> Fll'T\ ,l'IVe 
I 
. 
e J, Misener, :. Knapp, W. Pare, B. Berthiaume, P. Lalonde, L Paolotto, R. Petersen, D. Hugga.rd E. Cherry (ma.nager) 
e D. Gowdy, P. Seguin, J. Page, N. Adam, A. Hubbard. P. Schiller, W. Lalonde. 
I 
1-'\GF. ONE IIUNDREO A.ND FIFT\",srx 
SENIOR 
HOCKEY 
e R. Heil, A. Ball, P. Sweeney, A. Sarlcozy, J. Ryan, f. Cliff, 
e L. Morand, L. Ball, P. Garr, A. Bennett, F. Larrow, L. Barrie. 
@l THE SWIMMING TEAM 
@JJ THE BOXING TEAM 
• Mr. L. Hayner, C.S.B. (coach), A. Nagy, J. Dunn, N. Her~rt, P. Klebba, F. Coyle, H. Schultz, J. Keila, J. Goode, C. Renda 
e W. Trezona, D. Ledwidge, R. Treppa, C. Moser, H. Stevens, J. Petz, T. Pickett, D. Campeau. 
e T, Gutman, T. McCarthy, J. Hill, M. Denis, T. Ackerman, J. McC!ear, T. Boolr.meyer 
• G. Duchene (manager), L. Paolotto, E. Robitaille, P. Kennedy W. Bridgeman, W. Fisher, G. Carpenter, T. Rice, 
R. O'Connor, G. Baggio, Rev. C. Armstrong, C.S.B. 
• B. Berthiaume, R. Charbonneau, A. Gosselin, R. Petersen, N. Herbert, G. Arnott, F. McEwan, G. Geringher, F. Reid 
~ BASEBALL 
~ GYMNASTICS 
e Mr. H. Marshall, C.S.B. (coach), W. Dorais, J. Jarvis, R. Heil, T. Pickell, J. Clark, R. Vincent, F. L.irrow, A. Chevalier, 
J. Ford, E. Meade, L. Klein, D. Young, W. Priest, W. Klauer, Mr. J. Kunec, C.S.B. (coach) 
• W. Smith, T. Meier, W. Russel, T. Carey, F. Barber, M. Mogge, T. Daoust, G. Lahey, D. Haggerty, T. Magher, R Millar 
• l Hill, J. Newman, R. McConville, H. Montpetit, D. Sexton, G. Robichaud, J. Pearce, A. Stockwell, C. DeMattia, 
R. Maniere, G. Hopps. 
[®] THE ATHLETIC BUILDING 
P.>,GE ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-NINE 
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STUDENTS' PSALM 
Father Thompson is my shepherd. 
He teacheth me Latin in the Junior Study; 
He strappeth me when I am bad and he smileth 
at me when I am good. 
He throweth me in jug when I skip study 
and he maketh me docile; 
Why he doth these things, I understand not. 
But, in the month of June, he rewardeth 
me with a diploma, 
And I am filled with joy. 
PACE ONE HUNORED ANO SIXTY-TWO 
r---
, 
' ) --, 
~l/) 
l~ 
Sm.Ke-..," 
• 
THE HIKING CLUB 
(Using Bondy's Shoes Exclusively) 
.. , 
sr. ~al".~.,.,, 
D.&.y 
'"' Now t,y ,t!', 
THE AIR CADETS GO B OWLING 
l'.\CE OSE IIUNURE I) ,\NI) SIXTY-FIVE 
ILLUSTRATION OF A FAMOUS QUOTATION 
("How often would I have gathered, etc . . . ") 
e PUT IN YOUR OWN JOKES e 
e IN THIS SPACE e 
(We ran out of corn here) 
!'AGE ONE IIU:,,IORED AND <;fXTY-~IX 
OUR SINCERE THANKS TO: 
e SEGUIN BROTHERS, LTD. 
e SID LLOYD & SON 
0 JOSEPHJNE A. SMITH 
e PHOTO ENGRAVERS & 
ELECTROTYPERS LTD. 
e MR J. WESTHOLM 
e GERARD A. GERARD 
for their interest and excellent work in 
connection with the publication of lhl& 
Annual. 
SID LLOYD 
AND SON 
• 
CRUSADER 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
• 
SID LLOYD 
WJI.LTITi LLOYD 
. 
: I AUTOGRAPHS 
1',\1,1, UNI£ llUNURl£1) \ND SIXT\"-EIGIIT 



